M CTP has a robust effect, and 3'dA11 backtracks much more readily than A11 ( Figure S1B ). A11, therefore, appears to be a useful position for analysis of RNAP translocation states and NTP loading. At the C12 position, 3'dC12+400 M UTP was not observed to stabilize forward translocation, but C12 is more stable than 3'dC12 and 3'dC12+UTP for the forward translocation state of the TEC ( Figure S1C ). At C12, the post-translocation state of the TEC is very stable, and this may result in a diminished effect of incoming UTP. At U13, 400 M CTP appears to have some capacity to stabilize forward translocation of the TEC. U13 is more stable for forward translocation than 3'dU13 or 3'dU13+CTP ( Figure S1D ). RNA controls indicate that chain termination stops are efficient ( Figure S1A-E) . Some of these TECs may be useful for particular analyses of translocation. These results are consistent with a 10 nt length of the RNA+NTP/DNA channel. G10 tends to rest in the pre-translocation state, as expected 4 . 3'dA11 tends to backtrack by one nt to maintain the 10 nt length in the channel. Interestingly, A11 is much more stable than 3'dA11, indicating that the A11 TEC may be useful for analyzing different 3' ends. 3'dC12 and C12 are much more stable than 3'dA11 in the post-translocated state, indicating that 2 nt within the RNA exit channel may bind more stably than one, and/or the enhanced stability of a G=C base pair (for C12 versus A11) may cause the greater stability. Interesting U13 TECs tend to be more pre-translocated compared to C12 TECs, indicating that 2 nt (for C12) filling the RNA exit channel may be more stable than 3 nt (for U13) and/or that the enhanced stability of a G=C base pair (for C12 versus U13) determines the higher stability.
Supplementary Material 2 A challenge of the NTP-driven translocation model Our laboratory and others have advocated models in which NTPs pre-load to TECs [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . As a challenge to such models, we tested whether the i+2 NTP might stimulate (or inhibit) stable loading of a NTP at i+1 ( Figure S2 ). We find no evidence that UTP (i+2) stimulates or inhibits GTP (i+1) loading to the 3'dA9 TEC. Neither UTP (i+2 cognate) nor ATP (i+2 non-cognate) appear to affect GTP (i+1) loading strongly. This experiment appears most consistent with the loading of only one templated NTP to the E. coli RNAP TEC at a time, at or near i+1. Because at 3'dA9 the exo III assay shows such a strong response to incoming GTP (i+1), this system appears to be a robust but negative test of simultaneous 2-NTP loading. This result does not necessarily demonstrate that NTPs do not pre-load, but it does indicate that the i+1 NTP must be incorporated as NMP.PPi prior to the next templated NTP loading. Because of the 3'dA9 chain terminator, GMP cannot be incorporated into the RNA chain. We do not yet know whether this result is general for all multi-subunit RNAPs, and others will be tested. C C5 54 4   T49   2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  0   3'dC12  3'dC12  UTP  C12  3'dU13  3'dU13  CTP  U13   C54  C53   HPR-C52   PST-C51  PRE-C50   C54  C53  C52  C51  C50   T49  C48   C54   C53  C52   C51  C50  T49   C48   C53  C52  HPR-C51  PST-C50  PRE-T49   C48   C48   C54   C53   C52   C51  C50   T49   C48   T49   C48   C54   C53  C52  C51  C50   C C5 54 4   T49  PST-C48  PRE-T47   2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  2  3  5  10  15  0   3'dG10  3'dG10  ATP  G10  3'dA11  3'dA11  CTP  A11   C48   T47   C54  C53  C52  C51   C50  T49   C48  T47   HPR-T49   C54  C53  C52  C51   HPR-C50  PST-T49  PRE-C48   T47   C54  C53  C52  C51  C50  T49   C48   T47   C54  C53  C52  C51  C50  T49   C48   C53  C52  C51  C50   T47   T47  T47  T47  T47  T47   T47   G G9 9 3'dG10 G G1 10 0 Figure S2 . The NTP templated at i+2 (post-translocated TEC) does not appear to stabilize or destabilize forward translocation when the i+1 NTP is present. 400 µM UTP (cognate) or ATP (non-cognate) i+2 NTP was added in the presence of 25, 100, 200 and 400 µM GTP (i+1 cognate), as indicated. Little or no competition by non-cognate NTPs is observed. The exo III mapping assay was at 40 mM KCl and pH 7.9.
